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Growth Curve Example with Time Invariant Covariate 
SPSS 
(Note that the variable CAGE1 is age at baseline centered around the mean value of 70.75 years). 
 
Syntax 
MIXED depress WITH time cage1 
  /METHOD = REML  
  /PRINT = SOLUTION TESTCOV HISTORY 
  /FIXED = time cage1 time*cage1 | SSTYPE(3)  
  /RANDOM = INTERCEPT time | SUBJECT(rid) COVTYPE(UN). 

 
Mixed Model Analysis 

Information Criteriaa

4911.817

4919.817

4919.874

4942.010

4938.010

-2 Restricted Log
Likelihood
Akaike's Information
Criterion (AIC)
Hurvich and Tsai's
Criterion (AICC)
Bozdogan's Criterion
(CAIC)
Schwarz's Bayesian
Criterion (BIC)
The information criteria are displayed in smaller-is-better
forms.

Dependent Variable: depress  Summed CESD score.a. 

 
Fixed Effects 

Estimates of Fixed Effectsa

13.01008 .6102222 232 21.320 .000 11.8077985 14.2123692
-1.91123 .2895687 232 -6.600 .000 -2.4817469 -1.3407060

-.0528651 .0963939 232 -.548 .584 -.2427844 .1370542
.0058960 .0457418 232 .129 .898 -.0842264 .0960184

Parameter
Intercept
time
cage1
time * cage1

Estimate Std. Error df t Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval

Dependent Variable: depress  Summed CESD score.a. 
 

Covariance Parameters 
Estimates of Covariance Parametersa

35.76270 3.3062627 10.817 .000 29.8357311 42.8670804
57.33260 8.5465582 6.708 .000 42.8068397 76.7874140
-4.62430 3.5050389 -1.319 .187 -11.4940498 2.2454502

1.7395620 2.4600077 .707 .479 .1088204 27.8079890

Parameter
Residual

UN (1,1)
UN (2,1)

UN (2,2)

Intercept +
time [subject
= rid]

Estimate Std. Error Wald Z Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound
95% Confidence Interval

Dependent Variable: depress  Summed CESD score.a.  
Sample Write-up 
A growth curve model was tested using age as a time-invariant predictor. Age was centered around the 
baseline sample mean to improve interpretation of the intercept, and slopes for time were allowed to vary 
across individuals.  The cross-level interaction between age and time was included in the model. The intercept 
fixed effect was 13.01, which was the average on the depression measure at baseline for participants of 
average age. Baseline values on depression for participants of the average age varied significantly across 
individuals, 2

0τ  = 57.33, z = 6.708, p < .001.The fixed effect for time also was significant, γ10 = -1.91, p < .001, 
and indicated that depression scores declined by nearly two points on average each year.  Growth curves did 
not vary significantly across individuals, however, 2

1τ  = 1.74, z = .707, ns. The covariance between intercept 
and slope was also nonsignificant, τ01 = -4.62, z = -1.319, ns, as might be expected given the nonsignificant 
slope variance.  Age did not significantly predict depression scores, γ01 = -.052, ns, and there was no 
significant Age × Time interaction, γ11 = .006, ns. (Had the interaction been significant, a plot and simple slopes 
would be added here to explore the interaction.
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R  
> #age as a time-varying covariate 
> #center age first 
> mydata$cage1 <- mydata$age1 - mean(mydata$age1) 
> #double check centering was done correctly, mean of new variable should be zero 
> #SummaryStats(mydata) 
> model <- lmer(depress ~ time + cage1 + + time*cage1 + (time|rid), data = mydata,REML=TRUE) 
> summary(model) 
Linear mixed model fit by REML ['lmerMod'] 
Formula: depress ~ time + cage1 + +time * cage1 + (time | rid) 
   Data: mydata 
 
REML criterion at convergence: 4911.8 
 
Scaled residuals:  
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-3.0144 -0.4805 -0.1322  0.3465  5.0172  
 
Random effects: 
 Groups   Name        Variance Std.Dev. Corr  
 rid      (Intercept) 57.33    7.572          
          time         1.74    1.319    -0.46 
 Residual             35.76    5.980          
Number of obs: 702, groups:  rid, 234 
 
Fixed effects: 
             Estimate Std. Error t value 
(Intercept) 13.010084   0.610222  21.320 
time        -1.911226   0.289569  -6.600 
cage1       -0.052865   0.096394  -0.548 
time:cage1   0.005896   0.045742   0.129 
 
Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
           (Intr) time   cage1  
time       -0.544               
cage1       0.000  0.000        
time:cage1  0.000  0.000 -0.544 
> VarCorr(model) 
 Groups   Name        Std.Dev. Corr   
 rid      (Intercept) 7.5718          
          time        1.3189   -0.463 
 Residual             5.980 

 
HLM 

 
Summary of the model specified 
Level-1 Model 
    DEPRESSij = β0j + β1j*(TIMEij) + rij  
 
Level-2 Model 
    β0j = γ00 + γ01*(CAGE1j) + u0j 
    β1j = γ10 + γ11*(CAGE1j) + u1j 
 
Mixed Model 
    DEPRESSij = γ00 + γ01*CAGE1j  
    + γ10*TIMEij + γ11*CAGE1j*TIMEij  
     + u0j + u1j*TIMEij + rij 
 
Final Results - Iteration 2 
Iterations stopped due to small change in likelihood function 
σ2 = 35.76270 
 
τ 
INTRCPT1,β0      57.33260    -4.62430 
TIME,β1      -4.62430    1.73956 
 
τ (as correlations) 
INTRCPT1,β0      1.000   -0.463 
TIME,β1     -0.463    1.000 
 
Random level-1 coefficient   Reliability estimate 
INTRCPT1,β0 0.658 
TIME,β1 0.089 
The value of the log-likelihood function at iteration 2 = -2.455908E+003 
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Final estimation of fixed effects: 

Fixed Effect  Coefficient  Standard 
error  t-ratio  Approx. 

d.f.  p-value 

For INTRCPT1, β0 
    INTRCPT2, γ00 13.010084 0.610222 21.320 232 <0.001 
     CAGE1, γ01 -0.052865 0.096394 -0.548 232 0.584 
For TIME slope, β1 
    INTRCPT2, γ10 -1.911226 0.289569 -6.600 232 <0.001 
     CAGE1, γ11 0.005896 0.045742 0.129 232 0.898 
 
Final estimation of fixed effects 
(with robust standard errors) 

Fixed Effect  Coefficient  Standard 
error  t-ratio  Approx. 

d.f.  p-value 

For INTRCPT1, β0 
    INTRCPT2, γ00 13.010084 0.607609 21.412 232 <0.001 
     CAGE1, γ01 -0.052865 0.093586 -0.565 232 0.573 
For TIME slope, β1 
    INTRCPT2, γ10 -1.911226 0.288329 -6.629 232 <0.001 
     CAGE1, γ11 0.005896 0.046426 0.127 232 0.899 
 
 
Final estimation of variance components 

Random Effect Standard 
 Deviation 

Variance 
 Component   d.f. χ2 p-value 

INTRCPT1, u0 7.57183 57.33260 232 678.31403 <0.001 
TIME slope, u1 1.31892 1.73956 232 254.56979 0.148 

level-1, r 5.98019 35.76270       
Statistics for current covariance components model 
Deviance = 4911.816705 
Number of estimated parameters = 4  
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